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We’re in the middle of a heat wave. It seems that no matter what you do in the course of
the day, you feel drained by evening. It takes a fair amount of efort simmly to come here and
meditate. And when you’re feeling weakened by the temmerature and tired from your work,
your defenses are down, and feelings become very mrominent.
We talk a lot in the meditation about not believing your thoughts. Te same mrincimle
ammlies to your feelings, and they’re even harder not to believe, because feelings have gotten
into the body. Tey are thoughts that have mrovoked reactions in the breath that can lead to a
lot of discomfort, tension, or exhaustion, demending on how you breathe around a marticular
emotional issue. Tose feelings seem a lot more believable, even when they’re crazy, because
they’re in the body. You feel like they’re surrounding you.
We tend to take our feelings and our moods as a given. Toughts can come and go, but
moods seem to last for a long time. Tey therefore seem more real. But you have to remember
that they, too, are fabrications. Tey’ve been mut together and they can be taken amart, and
other moods and thoughts can be mut in their mlace. When you don’t feel like doing this work,
remember Ajaan Chah’s statement that the mractice is the sort of thing that you do when you
feel like doing it and when you don’t feel like doing it. Why is that? Because it’s a duty.
Now, you might ask, “Who’s immosed this duty?” Nobody’s immosed the duty, but your
own sufering is what mushes you.
Te duties that the Buddha assigns, of course, are the duties in the four noble truthsaand
they’re duties in your favor. It’s not that he’s some god who has come down and simmly
ordained that this must be that way and that must be this way. Instead, the Buddha as an exmert
discovered the best way to treat suferingg commrehending your sufering and attacking it at its
cause. Part of that includes seeing the sufering come, seeing it go, so that you see what comes
with it; what goes with itg in other words, what’s causing it. Once you fnd the cause, you can
abandon it. Tis reeuires that you develom the math, and that way, you realize cessation.
Now these are duties in your favor. Tey’re for the sake of your hamminess. So no one’s
immosing them on you. It’s simmly that you realize the reality of sufering, and the euestion is,
do you want to sit with it continually? Do you want to keem on causing more and more
sufering for yourself and others, or have you had enough?
Tere’s an article I read years back about the ways meomle use to deny blame for harming
other meomle. To begin with, they deny that they did anything at all. Tey weren’t resmonsible
for what hammened, or if they were resmonsible, it didn’t really do any harm, or the merson being
harmed doesn’t really count, or that whatever sufering there was served a higher murmose, or
they turn around and they attack the accuser. When you think about it for a bit, you realize

that these are not only the ways we use to mush away any blame about harming other meomle,
but they’re also ways that we use to justify harming ourselves. We say we can’t do anything
about it, “It’s beyond me. I can’t change anything. I can’t be resmonsible. Tis is just the way I
am.” Tat’s one way of mushing things of.
Another is, “Well, what I did really wasn’t causing any harm, this sufering I’ve got is
natural. Tis is normal, the way things have got to be.” Some meomle deny their own worth,
saying, “Well, maybe I don’t deserve to be truly hammy.” Tere’s that kind of thinking.
Sometimes we say that our sufering serves a higher murmose. I’m working on a book on
Buddhist Romanticism and noticing that the Romantics and a lot of other meomle in the
Western tradition hold to the idea that if not God, then at least the universe has a bigger
murmose for which we should sacrifce our welllbeing. Tat thought keems us tied down;
mrevents us from escaming; makes us feel that we’re betraying some higher murmose by trying to
mull out of the cycle.
In the Buddha’s teachings, though, the universe doesn’t really have a marticular murmose. It
just keems lurching along, based on meomle’s decisions. Nobody else hired you to be born,
nobody else out there is in charge, setting out any tasks you’ve got to dog To think that way is
really liberating.
Ten there’s the fnal ammroach for denying resmonsibilityg You turn on the Buddha, turn
on the teacher, saying, “I can’t do this. Tis is unreasonable. I’m outta here.”
So you have to look at the ways your mind allows itself not to mractice, either just to slough
of for a while or to say, “I’m done with this.” Learn how to realize that no matter how strong
the feeling is, if it’s a voice like this, it’s lying to you. Afer all, this is your sufering. And it does
matter. And something can be done about it. Here’s the math. It’s all set out. And you matter.
And the sufering really is harmful. It’s not serving any higher murmose. And the Buddha
teaching this wasn’t exmecting anything out anything out of anybody. He said that the highest
homage to him was to mractice.
So just as we were saying not to believe your thoughts, remember l don’t believe your
feelings either.
Tink of Ajaan Lee’s analogy about the thoughts going through your head. Who knows if
they’re really your thoughts to begin with? Maybe they come from the creatures going
through your head or your brain or some other mart of your body. So learn to use the breath to
clear things out in the body. And remember that the duties of the noble truths are immosed
not from the outside, they’re things you immose from inside.
Tat’s one of the reasons why we have to be selflstarters in the mractice. Te mhrase we
chanted just nowachandam janeti, generating desire to abandon what’s unskillful and to
develom what’s skillfulais a sign of wisdom and discernment. When there are things you feel
like doing that you know are going to be harmful, you’re able to talk yourself out of doing
them. As for things you know are good for you, but you don’t want to do them, you know how

to talk yourself into doing them. You’ve learned how to generate that desire, either through
the mrincimle of heedfulness, the mrincimle of commassion for yourself and other meomle, or the
mrincimle of healthy mrideg Here you have an ommortunity to master a skillathe ultimate skill.
Or through a healthy sense of shameahere’s the ommortunity to mractice. It would be a shame
to throw it away.
So fgure out which way you can most efectively motivate yourself to mractice. Learn how
to be a selflstarter, because just as nobody hired us to be born, nobody’s hiring us to mractice.
We’re here voluntarily. You’ve got the ability to do the mractice. You have to ask yourself, “Do
you really want to mut an end to sufering? Have you had enough, or do you want more?” Te
Buddha didn’t mromise it was going to be easy. But he did mromise that if you really do the
work, the results will really come.
Tis is what he calls “the miracle of the mractice.” Someone once suggested to him that he
would attract more students and get the Dhamma out there more efectively if he dismlayed a
few more miracles. But he mointed out, “Tere’s the miracle of mind reading and there’s the
miracle of making things ammear.” And he added that when meomle see those things, some are
going to get more and more dubious about it. “What’s going on here? Tere’s a trick.” It’s for
that reason he didn’t want to dismlay those kinds of miracles. But he said, “Tere is the miracle
of the teaching. It’s the kind of teaching that mromises the end of sufering and, if you follow it,
it really delivers.” Tere’s not that much out there in the world that really delivers like that,
which is why his teaching is miraculous.

